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To start I think that the Amazon rainforest needs to be protected because it contains marvelous creatures that are
worth saving.

My argument about my statement is that the rain forest has plants that can contain things that could help us cure
cancer or other things like viruses and disease and infections. The  Amazon rainforest should   be see  because
they  contains marvelous creatures that can  benefit the land.
Another reason why I think the Amazon rainforest should be because it can benefit
us in different ways another thing is it  can benefit animals Amazon rainforest We also sing the Amazon
rainforest should be protected because  it contains Creatures that can only live in the rainforest like for intense
the sloth and its also my favorite animal so ya.

A way that can save the Amazon rainforest is by stop chopping down trees and stop burning the trees Abusing it
for money Because it is very special so we should protect it as best as we can. And a way another way that we
can save the rainforest with by stop being so greedy about money thinking about the consequences  A way we
can stop this is by not allowing governments to take control over this cuz it also produces a lot of water and also
holds many indigenous people which means you'll be harming animals and people in behind mean basically the
entire world.

To conclude My paper is talking about how people are taking advantage of the Amazon rainforest and Materials
for money and that means They burn down trees in Amazon rainforest to get money and they take necessaries
things that the rainforest needs to survive and it also takes food from the animals that live there That's why I
sing people are taking advantage of the rainforest but not in a good way thats going to benefit anyone But the
person who decided to do harm the rainforest And depleted from all its resources and that is why I think people
are taking advantage of the Amazon rainforest in all its beautiful things that it contains and if we keep doing this
and we keep harming it and we keep damaging It You are not going to Advanced we're just track back and not
be able to advance without it because it is the most Useful thing in this planet because it can give us more air
oxygen and that's why I think people are doing harm and doing wrong.
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